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With a packed agenda and
virtually every community
attending, the New North
Annual General Meeting in
Prince Albert on June 10th is
set to be another special
occasion.
  And communities interested
in finding out how much we
spend on photocopying, bank
charges, telephones and
pedicures are in for a treat too,
as our annual financial report
will be available for members
to scrutinize and be generally
baffled by.
  The agenda for the meeting–which is a combined
AGM and Mayor and Councillor Gathering–is
available on our website at www.newnorthsask.org.
  Members who cannot attend will of course get a full
wrap-up of items covered at the meeting in the next
newsletter.  If you’d like a copy of our annual report,
please let us know at the office.

Scholarship Applications Closing
The closing date of the New North Public
Administration and Leadership Scholarship is June
30th.
  If you know of anyone heading back to university this
year, and who wouldn’t mind a few dollars to help
them pay for books, fees and any other costs
associated with their studies, tell them to look on our
website for more information and an application form.
  Last year New North gave out $1000 a piece to three
northern students to help them return to school.

Northern Health Conference
September 16 and 17 are the dates set in stone for the
Northern Health Conference, to be held in Prince
Albert.
  As virtually every community has something they’d
like to say to their health region, this is the chance to
do so in a safe and structured environment, where
opportunities to engage in “high level” dialogue with
government, health officials, staff and politicians will

be combined with informational sessions
on topics across the health spectrum.
  Registrations for the event will be open
soon so keep an eye on your fax
machines and emails.

Ministry of  Environment
Gives Okay to New
Legislation
The Wildfire Act has finally gotten the go-
ahead after years of negotiation.  Passed
by the Legislature last year, the ministry
had been waiting on the Regulations.
The Wildfire Act received a great deal of
scrutiny from the north during the

consultation phase.  The act does not materially affect
the northern municipalities much more than the act it
replaces.
Also getting a run in the big league are the new
chapters of the Ministry of Environment’s
Environment Code, which has been in effect since the
passing of the Environmental Management and Protection
Act.
The new chapters are those related to landfills,
impacted site assessments, and such like.
There are new sections on water and sewer mains as
well, applying to systems serving populations of over
5000 people.

Leadership and Administration
Courses in the Works
Even though we’re counting down to the next
municipal elections in 2016, we think it is still
appropriate to continue our focus on bringing
leadership training and governance opportunities to
the northern elected. Let us know if you have any
topics you’d like to see us focus on.  Suggestions have
included:  how to deal with irate taxpayers, public
relations and communications.
As well, we are hoping to have an Administrators
Conference by at least October.  If you are an
experienced administrator, who thinks they have some
expertise to offer, why not volunteer to give a
presentation?
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A petition going around in the La Ronge area is calling for a ban on plastic bags.  If you’ve ever
been to the landfill in the region, where plastic bags have begun breeding in the wild, you’ll see
why they might want to get rid of them.
  Back when we were kids supermarkets used to pack your groceries in paper bags—or just box them.  No
one uses paper bags anymore—except liquor stores, of course.
Paper degrades easier than plastic, and it can be burned with less danger to the environment.  It can also be
recycled.  So how did we get to a place where plastic became the number one choice for supermarkets from
about the 1970s to package up your baked beans and hamburger mince?
  It was actually consumer choice followed by poor government oversight.  Businesses generally do whatever
they can get away with, and they got away with plastic.  Believe it or not, at the time a strong argument for
plastic over paper was environmental:  plastic bags, you see, were supposed to be reusable and recyclable.
This is true.  They are reusable and they can be recycled.  And when they are not reusable, we throw them in
the trash (in plastic bags, ironically) and then they disappear out of sight.  That is until, of course, you visit
the local landfill, and you see how they continue to flourish in their post-use retirement.
  Amazingly, the plastic bag lobby (the packaging lobby:  there is such a thing) still continues to mount the
environmental argument for plastic bags.  Check out their website www.allaboutbags.ca if you truly want to
be amazed by the gall of big
business pressure groups.
  What are the options for
municipalities, then?  To
ban, to tax, or to stay as it
is?
  Many municipal
governments have taken the
approach of banning
supermarkets from utilizing
plastic bags.     Other
governments allow
supermarkets to sell them,
essentially placing a “tax”
on their use that the store
would collect.
  There are social equity and
hygiene arguments to
keeping plastic:  plastic bags
can be more hygienic than
cloth bags—except if you’re
re-using the plastic, then
you’re no better off.  And
forcing everyone to buy
new cloth bags at the counter because they keep leaving their bags at home could be costly nuisance for
many.
  When Ontario banned bags a few years ago, we heard a lot of arguments about how people wouldn’t or
shouldn’t have to bear the cost of replacement clothe bags.
  But the social-economic argument for not doing anything about bags doesn’t add up.  As was frequently
reported during the Ontario debates, many African countries–some of them the poorest places in the
world–had already banned plastic.  If they can do it, anyone should be able to manage it, right?
  The polls on the La Ronge and Air Ronge websites suggest that a ban on plastic has public support.  These
polls are not scientific; we know of some people who voted multiple times for the banning option just to see
what would happen (nothing happened; no one came over to break our legs).
  Rather, good old fashioned, face to face community consultation will be the way forward, with plenty of
forward-time for people to get their minds around a possible plastic-less future.  A municipality keen on
banning plastic just needs to take a stand on the issue then push into the inevitable headwinds.
Usual disclaimer:  as always, opinions expressed here are those of  the writer, and do not necessarily reflect an official
New North position unless specifically indicated.
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From Here to Eternity:
The life cycle of a plastic bag
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   The Ministry of Environment—famous for not knowing
where the caribou are—have just lost another minister, this
time the Hon. Scott Moe.
   That’s four ministers in four years, by our count.  The
latest minister who better make sure he kisses his wife
goodbye before he leaves for work each morning is the Hon.
Herb Cox from Battleford.
  Previous Environment Ministers were the Hons. Dustin
Duncan and Ken Cheveldayoff.
   The Ministry of Environment is one of the key ministries
for the north, along with the Ministry of Government
Relations.  Mainly having a regulatory function, the ministry is
charged with overseeing the vast non-municipal parts of the
Northern Saskatchewan Administrative District.  They have
their fingers in just about every piece of the pie, so to speak.

The month of May saw an unusual amount of media
coverage of northern Saskatchewan social issues.  The
release of the Juristat “Police-Reported Crime”
statistics (see next page) got plenty of media attention,
as did two stories on mental health by journalist
Andrea Hill, which appeared in the National Post and
the Star Phoenix/Leader Post.

The Andrea Hill stories came from visits the journalist
made to La Loche and La Ronge back in April.

The mental health issue in northern Saskatchewan
issue also received an editorial in the Star Phoenix on
May 16.

The editorial makes no bones about the issue.  The
opening paragraph of the article is particularly hard-
hitting:

“Even by the disheartening standards of a province
that lags behind much of Canada in the provision of
adequate mental health services for citizens, the utterly
abysmal conditions in Saskatchewan's north frankly are
mind boggling.”

The editorial notes that there is only one psychiatrist
available for the entire north–and she flies in from
Ontario.  The west-side has no access to a psychiatrist
at all.

One of the interesting things about the coverage of the
issue, though, was in the different ways people think
about the solution to the lack of access to mental
health services in the north.

For example, the psychiatrist thought the answer to the
problem was more psychiatrists.  The editorial also
seems to think that this is also the answer.

Northerners, and those on the ground, are more likely
to want to build capacity within the communities
themselves, develop their own resources, and use their
own people to do it.

Media attention on northern mental health issues is
always welcome, as it is a major issue for all of us.

But the media, especially the southern media, don’t
always seem to know how to grasp that the
communities in the north do not sit around waiting to
be rescued.

In fact, the opposite is true.  While mental health
services may be lacking, northern communities have
shown that they are extremely capable of putting
services together–at the municipal level, at the agency
level and all levels in between.

The north does need a renewed focus by the provincial
and federal governments on mental health.  The
province has a provincial health strategy in the works,
but a Northern Mental Health Strategy with a focus on
capacity building is also required.

In the meantime, the northern communities will
continue to do what they can.  Neither helpless nor
dis-empowered by the challenges, what we would like
to see the next time a journalist comes to the north is
to see her talk not about what we don’t have, but what
we do with what we do have.  That would be much
more “mind-boggling.”

Northern Saskatchewan in the News

Ministry of Environment Gets New Guy

A caribou from the northern forest contemplates his
political future after the recent cabinet shuffle.
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Making headlines during May was the release of a study of national crime statistics by StatsCan, which showed
northern Saskatchewan dominating in virtually all categories.  Northern Saskatchewan has the highest rates of
homicide, major assault, sexual assault, break and enters, thefts, impaired driving,and drug offenses … but
trails in one key area:   attempted murder.  In fact, the attempted murder rate is 0, compared to 2.5 in the
provincial south.  When we compare our rates to the other provincial norths we do even better:  7.1 to 0—
ouch!

The category where northern Saskatchewan totally aces it is Mischief, with 20,884 reported cases (per
100,000).  Although the whole of Saskatchewan rates highly in Mischief (1,806), the north takes it to a whole
new level.

Of course, what needs to be taken into account,
of course, is that the statistics are based on police-
reported crime.  The actual number of crimes,
particularly against the person—and particularly
against women and children—is much higher; at
the Northern Symposium last year we heard that
it is probably four-times higher.  As well, the
statistics only report the offense that is the most
serious from a particular incident.  For instance, if
someone murders you, and then steals your car,
only the murder would go into the statistics.

Although these statistics are particularly
alarming,some are not as bad as they look.
Across the north, every community has a crime
rate above the provincial average—but mainly
because of the high rate of Impaired Driving,
Drug Offenses and Mischief.

Statistics can also be misleading.  Northern
Saskatchewan has a homicide rate of 10 offenses
per 100,000 people—sounds like a lot, when the national average is less than 2/100,000.  But that is still only
three homicides.  Regina had more homicides in the first three months of this year, but statistically, which area
of the province would appear to be more prone to homicide?

The attempted murder statistic is interesting because it tells us something about crime in the north. For a
crime to register as Attempted Murder there has to be an element of pre-meditation in the offender’s act.
Most crime in the north—especially violent crime—is linked to alcohol abuse and drug dependency.  There is
not a lot of pre-mediation about the violence committed in these instances.  Robbery is another interesting
statistic.  The South’s Robbery rate is only a little less than the North’s (78 versus 105).  Northerners don’t rob
much.

While the violent crime rate is very high in the North—12,000 per 100,000 (versus 1,625 in the South)—more
than half of these are common assaults.  A common assault can be as simple as a drunken threat.  The overall
rate of violent crime is seven-times higher than the South, while the major assault rate is nine-times higher.

Perhaps the most surprising fact about the statistics is in the Drug Offenses category:  1,566/100,000 in the
North versus 455 in the South.  While that figure is obviously three-times higher, it is significantly lower than
in other categories (where the differences are almost 10-times).  Why is that?  For starters, for a Drug Offense

In Depth Crime Stats Tell Only Part of the Story
Northern Saskatchewan Has the Lowest Attempted Murder Rate in Province, Hits Other
Categories Out of Park
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Upcoming New North Events
New North AGM/Mayor & Councillor Gathering

June 10th, Prince Albert Inn

New North Executive
Chair:  Mayor Georgina Jolibois —

West

Board Members:

Councillor Al Sayn (Vice Chair) — Far
North

Mayor Gordon Stomp, Village of Air
Ronge—Central region

Mayor Val Deschambeault — Eastern
Region

Mayor Duane Favel—Member at Large

New North Staff

Al Loke - Chief Executive Officer:

306 425 5505; cell 425 8800; email:
ceo.new.north@sasktel.net

Sunshyne Charles - Executive
Assistant

306 425 5505; email:
new.north@sasktel.net

Matt Heley - Research & Communi-
cation 306 425 5505; email:
matt.newnorth@sasktel.net

New North —SANC Services Inc
Phone:  306 425 5505

Fax:  306 425 5506
207 La Ronge Avenue

La Ronge, Sk
Mail Address:  P.O. Box 1018

La Ronge, SK, S0J IL0

New North Mission Statement
New North - SANC Services Inc. (Saskatchewan Association of Northern Communities) through strength
in unity is organized to advocate, negotiate and initiate, improvements for the interests and concerns to the
Local, Provincial and Federal Governments to enhance the quality of life for Northern people within the
Northern Administration District (NAD) of Saskatchewan.

Free and Easy Suduko!

From the CEO, Al Loke
It’s easy to lose a sense of how big northern
Saskatchewan is when you just look at a map.
It’s when you drive in the north that you really feel
it.

Candidates for the northern ridings in the
upcoming federal and provincial elections–two of
whom are northern mayors–certainly know how
big, and diverse, the north is.

Here at New North we get invited to attend council
meetings from time to time.  We’d love to go to
everyone’s meetings–just to see how you do
things–but it’s pretty tough.

So it was a rare pleasure to attend Green Lake’s
council meeting last week.  It was confirmation for
us that northern elected officials are as committed
to their jobs as any politicians we’ve ever
encountered.  It makes our jobs at New North easy
when we have members like that to represent.

In future, we hope to get to everyone’s
communities to see what’s going on.  It won’t be
easy, but we’ll find a way.  In the meantime, keep
doing everyone proud, folks.


